
DEEPSEA

•Virtually zero maintenance with 50,000 hour LED lifespan.

•Over five times more efficient than comparable halogen lamps.

•Super rugged, highly vibration and shock resistant.

•Thermal monitoring allows operation in air or water.

•White, blue and green LEDs available.

•6000m depth rated.
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• You may run your LED Multi-SeaLite® in air. As the light heats up you 
will notice that the output will diminish. This is normal, and the light will 
return to full brightness once it is submerged and allowed to cool.
• !DanGEr! When the LED Multi-SeaLite® is operated in air the body 
may reach temperatures in excess of 65° C. These temperatures may 
be enough to cause burns if the light is handled without protective 
clothing.
• Do not tamper with the split retaining ring that holds the front window. 

The front window requires a press to install the split retaining ring, and 
it is very hard to reinstall. Tampering with the lighthead in any way may 
damage the light and void your warranty.
• !DanGEr! Do not operate any high voltage electrical equipment in 
or around water without using a Ground Fault Interrupt circuit (GFI) 
and an isolation transformer, especially when divers are in the water.

Full warranty information can be found at www.deepsea.com. For 
warranty and non-warranty repairs please contact DeepSea Power 
& Light for a RMA number prior to returning your item. Please have 
your light model number, serial number and any other pertinent in-
formation along with a description of the problem, at hand when you 
call, or include them in a fax or email. When shipping your item, be 
sure that the freight is pre-paid (CODs will not be accepted) and that 
the RMA number is clearly printed on the outside of the box. 

RMA contact information:
Phone: 858-576-1261 ext. 324  
Fax: 858-576-0219
Email: RMA@deepsea.com

All shipments should be sent to the address below marked:
Attn: RMA ####

• Rinse your LED Multi-SeaLite® in fresh water after use in saltwater.
• Always check to make sure that the rear bulkhead connector assem-
bly is secure before deployment.
• Before and after each deployment, check the following areas for 
damage, wear or corrosion: Rear bulkhead connector assembly, pow-
er cable, front window, retaining cowl.
• !DanGEr! After each deployment, carefully check to make sure the 
light has not flooded.  It is possible for the light to partially flood and 
then reseal itself while underwater.  Upon surfacing, the light can be-

come internally pressurized, which may be potentially dangerous.  Ad-
ditionally, if the power remains on when the light has partially flooded, 
it is possible for electrolytic generation of an explosive mixture of hy-
drogen and oxygen gases.  If a light appears flooded upon removal 
from the water, it should be treated as potentially dangerous.  Point the 
light away from persons and valuable equipment and make sure that 
the power is disconnected. See the Flooded Light Repair procedure 
for more information.
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Disassembly
1. Before working on your LED Multi-SeaLite®, be sure that you have a clean, 
dry, flat work area available.
2. Unscrew the connector/socket assembly from the back of the light body 
using your hand or a 1 3/8” wrench. Gently pull the connector/socket assembly 
away from the light body and unscrew the lamp base (the thing with wires run-
ning to it) from the socket in the connector/socket assembly. Remove the o-ring 
(2-213 NO674-70) from the connector/socket assembly. Place all items in a 
clean, dry place.
3. Unscrew the retaining cowl using a large size spanner wrench to hold the 
cowl and a small size spanner wrench to hold the light body. 
4. Optional: If you wish to remove the retaining cowl and locking ring, do so 
before separating the lighthead from the body.  Once the retaining cowl is loos-
ened, retighten it so that it is just hand tight. This gives the locking ring some 
resistance to hold it out of the way during removal of the retaining cowl. Using a 
small allen wrench or screwdriver, press in on the locking ring through the small 
sight holes in the retaining cowl. Work your way around the cowl until the lock-
ing ring has bottomed out in the groove in the lighthead. Pull the lighthead di-
rectly away from the body and cowl to separate it. This process may need to be 
repeated several times before the lighthead releases. This process takes some 
practice, and care should be taken not to damage or force any of the parts.
5. Carefully separate the lighthead from the body making sure that the lamp 
base passes through the connector/socket assembly hole. The retaining cowl 
will remain connected to the lighthead, if you have not removed it already.
6. Remove the o-ring (2-037-NO674-70) from the back side of the lighthead. 
Place in a clean dry place.
7. imPOrTanT! Do not attempt to open up the lighthead or remove the 
split retaining ring on the front window of the lighthead. The front window 
requires a press to install the split retaining ring and it is very difficult to 
reinstall. Tampering with the lighthead in any way may damage the light 
and void your warranty.
8. Optional: If you wish to replace the driver board, remove it by unscrewing the 
four screws that hold it to the light engine. Carefully unplug the green connec-
tor that attaches the lighthead to the driver board. Place all parts in a clean dry 
place.
9. Optional: If you wish to remove the mounting collar, unscrew the allen head 
screw at the top of the collar. With your thumbs on the rear of the light body 
and your fingers on the collar, pull back on the collar while you push on the light 
body. It may take considerable force to remove the collar. Once the collar has 
been removed, remove the rubber mounting ring.

inspection
1. Inspect all o-rings to make sure that there are no nicks or cuts present, and 
that they are still supple and flexible. Clean with a lint free wipe and reagent 
grade alcohol.
2. !WarninG! Do not clean any part of the lighthead with any type of 
alcohol. The front window of the lighthead is made of acrylic plastic and will 
cloud and craze if exposed the alcohol. 
3. Clean the o-ring groove on the back of the lighthead with a lint free wipe. 
Check the wires that connect the lamp base to the driver board for nicks or 

wear.
4. Inspect the light body to make sure that it is clean, and that the sealing sur-
faces on the front and back are smooth and free of scratches or rough spots. 
Check the entire body for evidence of corrosion.
5. Inspect the retaining cowl for cracks or chips.
6. Inspect the connector/socket assembly for wear. Clean the o-ring groove 
with a lint free wipe and reagent grade alcohol. This is also a good time to 
check the continuity of the connector/socket assembly.
7. If any of the above parts show signs of wear or damage they should be 
replaced. If there appears to be anything wrong with the lighthead, it should be 
returned to DSPL for evaluation and repair using the RMA procedure.

assembly
1. If you removed the mounting collar from the light body, reinstall the rubber 
mounting ring first, making sure that the rounded corner of the ring is on the 
outside and facing the rear of the body. Place the light body face down on a flat 
surface. Loosen or remove the allen head screw in the collar. Place the collar 
over the light body making sure that the ridge on the inside edge of the collar is 
on top. Press firmly on the collar until it is seated over the rubber mounting ring. 
Tighten the allen head screw.
2. Place the lighthead/driver assembly face down on the flat surface.
3. If you separated the driver board from the lighthead, reinstall the driver board 
by plugging the green connector back into the driver board. Make sure that the 
thermal pad is sitting on top of the FET (black, D shaped component on the 
driver board) and that it contacts the lighthead body when the driver board is 
seated.. Reinstall the 4 screws, shoulder washers and spacers that hold the 
board to the light engine.
4. If you removed the retaining cowl and locking ring, reinstall them by com-
pressing the locking ring in the groove in the lighthead with your hand while 
lowering the retaining cowl onto the lighthead. 
5. Lubricate the o-ring (2-037-NO674-70) with Dow 111 and place it into the 
groove in the back of the lighthead. 
6. Lower the body onto the lighthead and fish the lamp base through the hole 
where the connector/socket assembly will go using tweezers or needle-nose 
pliers.
7. Tighten the retaining cowl, first by hand, and then using the spanner wrench-
es until it feels snug and no threads remain visible. be careful not to cross 
thread the cowl. Look through the larger sight holes in the retaining cowl to 
make sure that the lighthead and body are in contact all the way around.
8. Lubricate and reinstall the o-ring (2-213-NO674-70) into the groove in the 
connector/socket assembly.
9. Screw the lamp base into the socket in the connector/socket assembly. Ro-
tate the connector/socket assembly three full revolutions in a counterclockwise 
direction to preload the wires that connect the lamp base to the driver board.  
Screw the connector/socket assembly into the back of the light body until hand 
tight.
10. It is recommended that the light be pressure tested once reassembled. If 
pressure testing facilities are not available, soak the light in clean, fresh water 
for several hours to insure that the light is sealed.

flooded Light repair
If the light stops working while underwater, you should assume that it has been 
flooded. When working on a potentially flooded light, it is important to use 
appropriate personal protective equipment to include, at a minimum, eye and 
hand protection.
1. Place the light face down on a table making sure that the connector side is 
facing up.
2. Slowly unscrew the connector/socket assembly to allow any internal pres-
sure to be equalized. 
3. Once it is determined that the light is not internally pressurized, it is recom-
mended that the light be returned to DeepSea Power & Light (DSPL) for evalu-
ation and repair using the RMA Procedure. 
4. In case of emergency, you may attempt to repair the flooded light by follow-
ing the steps listed in the Disassembly, Inspection and Assembly procedures. 
Any parts that were exposed to saltwater should be cleaned with de-ionized 
water to remove any salt residue before reassembly. Make sure that all parts 
are completely dry before reassembly by baking them in an oven at 140°F for 
30 minutes.
imPOrTanT! DeepSea Power & Light cannot be responsible for any 
damage incurred during emergency field repairs. Such repairs should be 
undertaken only as a last resort and by qualified personnel.

Troubleshooting
1. If the light stops working while underwater assume that it has been flooded. 
See Flooded Light Repair procedure.
2. Once it has been determined that the light is not flooded, or if it does not turn 
on during pre-deployment checks, troubleshoot in the following sequence:
a. Check the power cable/inline connector to make sure that correct voltage 
and current are being supplied, and that the correct sockets are being used. 
See the back of this manual for electrical specs and connector pinouts.
b. Remove the connector/socket assembly (see step 1 in the Disassembly 
procedure). Inspect the assembly for visual signs of wear. Using a multi-meter 
check for continuity or shorts in the connector. Try a spare connector/socket 
assembly if available.
c. Disassemble the rest of the light using the Disassembly procedure (steps 2 
through 7).
d. Check the wires that go from the driver board to the lamp base for wear. If 
they appear worn, replace the driver board.
e. Check to make sure that the driver board is securely attached to the 
lighthead. If it is loose, check for damage on the board. If there appears to be 
no damage, reattach the driver to the lighthead (see step 3 in the Assembly 
procedure). Try using a spare driver board if available.
f. If the light still does not work, return it to DSPL using the RMA Procedure.



ParTS LiST
Part number Description

712-012-010-0a-02 LML 6061 Aluminum body

710-040-019-0C Mounting collar 

710-040-104 Rubber mounting ring

TBD O-ring kit

TBD Lighthead, 4018, white, medium

TBD Lighthead, 4018, blue, medium

TBD Lighthead, 4018, green, medium

712-017-018-0a Retaining cowl

712-017-027-0a Locking ring

712-017-904-0A 120v driver circuit board assem-
bly

TBD 240v driver circuit board assem-
bly

TBD 9 - 36v driver circuit board

427-00097 Driver screw

440-00165 Shoulder washer

410-00056 Driver spacer

712-012-009-0A Thermal pad

705-00014-0B BH3MP connector/socket assem-
bly with female locking sleeve

705-00053-0B XSG3BCL connector/socket as-
sembly

705-00048-0a LPBH3M connector/socket as-
sembly

705-00069-0A 5507-1503 connector/socket as-
sembly

140-00031 Female Delrin locking sleeve for 
bulkhead connector w/snap ring
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The revolutionary LED Multi-SeaLite® from DeepSea Power & Light will 
change the way you look at underwater lighting. Gone are the days of down-
time caused by lamp changes. LED Multi-SeaLites® have a 50,000 hour 
lifespan, and are incredibly shock and vibration resistant. The LED Multi-
SeaLite’s® high color temperature white LEDs, variety of monochromatic 
colored LEDs, and state of the art reflectors give you the ability to put light 
where you need it and reduce wasted light that is often experienced as back-
scatter. DeepSea’s proprietary driver circuitry and high efficiency LEDs com-
bine to create a fixture that produces over five times more light per watt than 
comparable halogen lamps. To top it all off, you can easily convert your cur-
rent suite of Midwater or Deep Multi-SeaLites® to LED Multi-SeaLites®, using 
the same bodies, mounts, and connectors that you keep in your spares kit.
mEchanicaL
Body Material Hard Anodized Aluminum (6061)
Window Material Acrylic
Mounts High Strength Plastic Mounting Collar (standard)

Stainless Steel Yoke Mounting Bracket (optional)
Helmet Mounting Bracket (optional)

Air Weight 896g (31.6oz)
Water Weight 420g (14.8 oz)
Implodible Volume 57cc (3.5 ci)
EnVirOnmEnTaL
Depth Rating 6,000m (20,000ft)
Test Pressure 10,000 psi
Crush Depth* 9,700m (31,000ft)
Min/Max Operation Temp. -10°C to 40°C (14° to 104°F)
OPTicaL
Colors White Blue Green
Lumens in the Water** 2400 lumens TBD TBD
Color Temp 5500°K n/a n/a

Dominant Wavelength*** n/a 475nm 525nm
Beam Pattern**** Medium: 30°
ELEcTricaL
Input Voltage 85 - 135v AC (100 - 180v DC)

185 - 265v AC(200 - 300vDC)
10-32v DC (0-5vdc analog dimming)

Current Draw 550ma @ 120v AC
True Power 44w
Power Factor 0.66
Dimming 0%-100% via 0v-5v control loop on LV option only
LED Lifespan 50,000 hours
*Crush depth is based on one sample only.
**True amount of light leaving the fixture, as measured with a calibrated integrating sphere. (calibration traceable to NIST)
***Dominant wavelength of monochromatic light.
****Beam angle measured to full width half power.

BH3MP
(1=Hot, 2=Neutral, 3=Ground to shell)

BH5MP
Used in LV dimming option only

(1=Pos, 2=Neg, 3=Ground to shell, 
4=Not used, 5=Pos 0-5vdc control)

(Note: 0-5vdc control ground to pin 2)

LPBH3MP
(1=Hot, 2=Neutral, 3=Ground to shell)

XSG3BCL
(1=Ground to shell, 2=Neutral, 3=Hot)

1503
(1=Hot, 2=Neutral, 3=Ground to shell)

LED Multi-SeaLite®
SPEC REV A 10/28/10


